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ABSTRACT 

Scholars have become interested in what causes organizations to engage in a type of misconduct 

that often arises in contexts of competition: misconduct which provides direct value to the 

consumer.  Markets in which nonprofit, public, and for-profit firms compete are becoming 

increasingly prevalent, yet we know little about how these organization types differ in how and 

when they engage in misconduct. We develop hypotheses about how and when organizations of 

each type are likely to engage in, and respond to, consumer-benefitting misconduct. We provide 

empirical support for our predictions by comparing nonprofit, public, and for-profit firms in a field 

setting that allows us to leverage a policy change to identify this type of misconduct: the liver 

transplant market. We contribute to an understanding of how organization types vary in how and 

when they engage in misconduct.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Organizational scholars are increasingly interested in understanding the origins and drivers of 

misconduct that provides value to the consumer (Bennett, Pierce, Snyder, & Toffel, 2013; Deis & 

Giroux, 1992; Hubbard, 1998; Mautz & Sharaf, 1996; Pierce & Snyder, 2008; Pierce & Toffel, 

2013). Examples of this type of misconduct include inspectors misrepresenting information so that 

vehicle owners pass emissions testing (Bennett et al., 2013; Hubbard, 1998; Pierce & Snyder, 

2008; Pierce & Toffel, 2013), and auditors helping clients misrepresent their finances (Deis & 

Giroux, 1992; Mautz & Sharaf, 1996). We will refer to this type of misconduct, which directly 

creates value for the consumer(s) of an organization’s product(s) or service(s), as “consumer-

benefitting misconduct” (CBM).   

Evidence of CBM has been shown in mainly for-profit contexts, and there has been little 

examination of how nonprofit, public, and for-profit firms compare in the degree or circumstances 

under which they engage in consumer-benefitting misconduct. The implication that nonprofit, 

public and for-profit firms would be equally likely to engage in CBM is problematic for two main 

theoretical reasons. First, the salience of different stakeholder groups to an organization varies by 

organization type, and it is likely that organizations are more likely to engage in CBM when doing 

so benefits their most important stakeholders. Second, the extent to which organizations can 

transfer value from consumer-benefitting activities to value for their key stakeholders is also likely 

to influence how organizations are likely to engage in CBM, and this also varies by organization 

type. Prior work has not examined these potential differences. Given the increasing prevalence of 

markets in which all three organization types compete for consumers (De Cooman, De Gieter, 

Pepermans, & Jegers, 2011), it seems critical to understand how organizations of different types 

engage in CBM.  
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We directly explore how organization type influences how and when organizations are likely 

to engage in CBM. First, we propose that the extent of interest alignment between the stakeholders 

that determine regulation and the key stakeholder group for each organization type will drive the 

likelihood that organization types will engage in CBM. This leads to our first hypothesis that public 

firms will be the least likely of the three organization types to engage in CBM. Second, we propose 

that the ease of transferability of value from consumers to each organization type’s key stakeholder 

group influences how organizations will engage in CBM. This leads to our second hypothesis that: 

1) for-profit firms will engage in CBM for any paying consumers, 2) nonprofit firms will engage 

in CBM for their mission-driven beneficiaries, and 3) public organizations will engage in CBM 

for the set of consumers that their voting constituents want them to serve. We also consider how 

organization types are likely to respond to others’ engagement in CBM, and explore how 

heterogeneity in the key stakeholder groups within nonprofit and public organizations has 

implications for differences in consumer-benefitting misconduct within subgroups of 

organizations of the same type.  

We provide empirical support of our theoretical predictions by examining the consumer-

benefitting misconduct of nonprofit, public, and for-profit firms in a field setting in which all three 

organization types compete: the liver transplant market. Empirical comparison of misconduct 

across nonprofit, public and for-profit organizations is generally challenging because misconduct 

in organizational settings is difficult to observe; organizations hide this behavior rather than make 

it public. Indeed, most empirical evidence on misconduct uses laboratory experiments or self-

reported survey-based data (Pierce & Balasubramanian, 2015), rather than behavioral field 

evidence. By examining centers’ responses to a policy shock in how livers were allocated to 

individuals who need liver transplants, we are able to identify gaming of intensive care unit (ICU) 
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enrollment in the liver transplant market, an example of CBM in practice.1 The use of this setting 

and policy shock to identify misconduct in an organizational setting was first introduced by Snyder 

(2010) and has also been examined by Ostler (2018). As such, it is a well-established methodology 

for identifying organizational misconduct.2 By comparing whether, and for which types of patients, 

nonprofit, for-profit, and public transplant centers manipulated ICU enrollment, we provide 

evidence of differences in the three organization types’ engagement in consumer-benefitting 

misconduct, consistent with our theoretical predictions.  

This paper complements work that has shown that differences in governance structures 

influence misconduct in for-profit firms (Pierce & Toffel, 2013). There is a rich body of work 

examining drivers of misconduct in for-profit firms (Bennett et al., 2013; Edelman & Larkin, 2015; 

Pierce & Snyder, 2008), with less examination of misconduct in nonprofit and public 

organizations, resulting in a call for scholarly inquiry into misconduct in these organization types 

(e.g., Archambeault, Webber, & Greenlee, 2015; Holtfreter, 2008; Rhode & Packel, 2009; 

Krishnan, Yetman, & Yetman, 2006). To our knowledge, ours is the first paper to theoretically 

predict and empirically examine differences in misconduct across nonprofit, public, and for-profit 

firms.3  

 
1 Before March 1, 2002, whether or not a patient was in the ICU was a critical determinant of whether a patient would 
be allocated a liver; patients in the ICU went to the top of the liver transplant priority list, irrespective of whether they 
were sicker than others on the transplant list. Transplant centers could strategically report that a patient was in the ICU 
to increase the chance of their patients receiving a liver. After March 1, 2002, however, allocation of livers changed 
to a system based not on ICU status, but only on clinical indicators of sickness which are assumed to be more difficult 
to manipulate. A discontinuous decrease in the number of transplant patients in the ICU or a discontinuous increase 
in the average sickness of transplant patients after the policy change indicates that centers were gaming the ICU list 
to increase the chances that their patients would receive a liver transplant.   
2 We apply Greve, Palmer, and Pozner’s (2010) definition of organizational misconduct: “behavior…by an 
organization that a social-control agent judges to transgress a line separating right from wrong; where such a line 
can separate legal, ethical, and socially responsible behavior from their antitheses” (p.56). Such misconduct thus 
refers to violations of standards or rules, and is not necessarily illegal, nor does it necessarily result in harmful 
outcomes (Gino & Pierce, 2010a).  
3 Rothschild (2013) examines the organizational response to whistle-blowing in nonprofit organizations, concluding 
that there seems to be little difference in how whistleblowers are treated in nonprofit, public and for-profit 
organizations. Grobman (2007) examines ethics codes in different organization types and concludes that the 
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THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

Consumer-Benefitting Misconduct (CBM) 

One important type of misconduct, which is likely to emerge in contexts where organizations 

provide the same (high-level) products or services and thus compete over consumers, generates 

value directly for the consumer, or recipient of the organization’s products or services (Bennett et 

al., 2013). Such misconduct is likely to take place when consumer demand for the organizations’ 

products and services violates regulatory restrictions (Bennett et al., 2013), since organizations can 

gain advantage by meeting this (rule-breaking) consumer demand. For clarity, we refer to the type 

of misconduct throughout the paper as consumer-benefitting misconduct (CBM): misconduct that 

directly creates value for the consumer(s) of the organization’s product(s) or service(s).4  

 

Degree of Interest Alignment between Organization Types’ Key Stakeholders and 

Regulatory Stakeholders 

Though we will compare CBM across organization types, one can consider organization-

level CBM misconduct to be an aggregation of CBM undertaken by the organization’s internal 

stakeholders (including employees, managers, and volunteers).5 Indeed, an organization’s 

objective (Palmer, 2012) and key sets of stakeholders (Iriyama, Kishore, & Talukdar, 2016; Jansen 

& Von Glinow, 1985; Stevens, Steensma, Harrison, & Cochran, 2005) influence the circumstances 

under which internal stakeholders will engage in misconduct. By providing a frame of reference 

 
language used in ethics codes varies in public, private, and nonprofit organizations. Neither examine differences in 
actual misconduct across the three organization types.   
4 We note that this type of misconduct, along with misconduct more generally, refers to violations of standards or 

rules, and is not necessarily illegal, nor does it necessarily result in harmful outcomes (Gino & Pierce, 2010a). 
Greve et al. (2010) consider misconduct more broadly “behavior…by an organization that a social-control agent 
judges to transgress a line separating right from wrong; where such a line can separate legal, ethical, and socially 
responsible behavior from their antitheses” (p. 56). Misconduct thus refers to violations of standards and rules. 
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for action by the organization (Aguilera & Jackson, 2003; Goll & Zeitz, 1991) the objectives of an 

organization influence normative expectations about internal stakeholders’ behavior (Aguilera & 

Jackson, 2003), which in turn influence misconduct (Ashforth & Anand, 2003; Fisman & Miguel, 

2007).   

A critical stakeholder group for a given organization type, when considering the likelihood 

that organizations will engage in misconduct, is the stakeholder group for whom the organization’s 

objective directs that the organization create value. Indeed, the relative importance of any given 

group of stakeholders to an organization depends on the stakeholder group’s power, legitimacy, 

visibility, and urgency (Crilly & Sloan, 2012; Dorobantu, Henisz, & Nartey, 2017; Mitchell, Agle, 

& Wood, 1997), which varies across organization types (Luo & Kaul, 2018).  Freeman (1984, p. 

46) defines a stakeholder as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the 

achievement of an organization’s objectives.” A critical stakeholder group is thus certainly the 

stakeholder group for whom the organization’s objective directs that it creates value, which we 

will refer to as the “key” stakeholder group in what follows. 6  

For-profit firms face a legal fiduciary duty to shareholders (Friedman, 2007). The principal 

objective of the for-profit is thus to create value for its shareholders, the for-profit’s key 

stakeholder group (Friedman, 2007).7 Because of access to public funds, public organizations are 

 
6 We recognize that there may be specific cases the most important stakeholder group could be a different set of 

stakeholders; for example, a nonprofit’s most important stakeholder group could be its existing or potential 
donors if it is in dire need of funding. These existing and potential donors would in turn determine the 
stakeholder group for whom the mission or objective determines that the nonprofit create value. It helpful for a 
comparison of behavior across organization types to focus on differences in the stakeholders to whom their 
objective directs that they allocate value as, in many cases, this will indeed influence differences in behavior 
across organization types.  

7 Even the stakeholder view of strategy, which highlights the role that non-shareholding stakeholders play in 
determining for-profit organizations’ success, links the preferences and behaviors of these non-shareholding 
stakeholders to the benefits or costs borne by shareholders (e.g., Hillman & Keim, 2001; Sundaram & Inkpen, 
2004). 
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beholden to (voting) constituents, their key stakeholder group (Horn, 1995).8 Public organizations’ 

primary objective can thus be described as the creation of value for  their set of (voting) 

constituents, through provision of their goods and services to their consumers (Brown, Potoski, & 

Van Slyke, 2006).9 Nonprofits face a non-distribution constraint, such that no stakeholders have a 

legal claim to the organization’s earnings (Rose-Ackerman, 1996). Nonprofit resources must 

instead be used in the service of their stated cause or mission, with the objective of benefitting 

their particular target beneficiaries as directed by their mission (Hansmann, 1980, 1987; Kaul & 

Luo, 2018). Each nonprofit defines its particular set of target beneficiaries (Ackerman, 1996; 

Kingma, 1997); the nonprofit’s key stakeholder group.10  

 Regulation sets the standards and rules, and acts as a social control for any given setting, 

thus informing what would constitute misconduct in that setting. If there is an opportunity for 

CBM in a given market, there is an opportunity for organizations to directly generate value for the 

consumer by behaving outside the rules and standards set by the regulation. The likelihood that an 

organization type will act outside the rules set by the regulation will depend on the degree of 

interest alignment between the stakeholders that determine the regulation and each organization 

type’s key stakeholders. If there is a high degree of interest alignment between these groups of 

stakeholders, there is little incentive for an organization type to break the rules. On the other hand, 

if there is a low degree of interest alignment between these groups of stakeholders, there is greater 

incentive for an organization type to break the rules. Voting constituents are a key group in 

 
8 There are some settings, such as in non-democratic countries, where this is not true. We focus our theory building 

and empirical examination of CBM in settings where this is true.  
9 Some public agencies are tasked with providing services for non-voting constituents. These services still, indirectly, 

create value for voting constituents. If voting constituents determine that such services no longer provide value, 
these services get cut.  

10 Certainly, nonprofit organizations also need to raise funds and/or make profit in order to provide products and 
services to their beneficiaries. For the purpose of linking to conditions under which they are likely to engage in 
consumer-benefitting misconduct, however, we focus on their key stakeholders being their particular 
beneficiaries.  
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influencing regulation (Cutler & Johnson, 1975).  As voting constituents are also key stakeholders 

in public firms,  public (as opposed to nonprofit or for-profit) firms’ interests should be most 

closely aligned with regulation. 11  We thus we predict that: 

 

 H1: Public organizations will be less likely than nonprofit or for-profit organizations to engage 

in consumer-benefitting misconduct, all else equal.  

 
 
How Nonprofit, Public and For-Profit Firms are Likely to Engage in CBM  
 

If an organization type does engage in CBM, it is likely to do so in a way that will create 

value for its key stakeholder group. Given that CBM generates direct value for the consumer, ease 

of transferability of value from the consumer to the organization type’s key stakeholders will 

influence how organization types will be likely to engage in CBM.   

There is a simple mechanism through which for-profits can transfer value created for the 

consumer to their key stakeholder: profits. As long as the consumers that benefit from CBM are 

paying customers, value created for the consumer generates profits for shareholders (Bennett et 

al., 2013). High ease of transferability of consumer-benefitting value to shareholders through the 

mechanism of profits thus results in incentives for for-profits to engage in CBM for any paying 

consumers. Instead of directing CBM to benefit a specific demographic, location, or other 

categorization of consumers, for-profits benefit from engaging in CBM for any subset of paying 

 
11 It is important to note that the relevant subset of voting constituents which influence a given regulation and the 

relevant subset of voting constituents to whom a given public organization is beholden may not be exactly the 
same (we discuss heterogeneity in geographic organization of voting constituents in the section on heterogeneity 
within public organizations, for example). Nonetheless, compared to the interests of nonprofit and for-profit key 
stakeholders, those of public organizations’ stakeholders are likely to be more aligned with those of the 
stakeholders influencing regulation. 
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consumers and will be likely do so in a manner that minimizes their likelihood of being caught 

given the regulatory and market conditions. 

In nonprofits, there is no formal mechanism through which value generated for consumers 

who are not the nonprofit’s key stakeholders (their particular beneficiaries) can be transferred into 

value for their key stakeholders. To create value for their key stakeholders through CBM, then, 

nonprofits’ particular beneficiaries would need to be the consumers directly receiving benefit from 

the misconduct.  

In public organizations, there is likewise no formal mechanism through which value 

created through the provision of goods and services to consumers can  be transferred as value to 

the public organization’s constituents.12 Public organizations thus generate value for their key 

stakeholders through CBM only when the set of consumers directly benefiting from the CBM is 

the set of consumers that their voting constituents wants the organization to serve.  We thus predict: 

 

H2a: For-profits will be more likely than nonprofit and public organizations to engage in CBM 

when it directly benefits any paying consumers, given market and regulatory conditions. 

 

H2b: Nonprofits will be more likely than for-profit and public organizations to engage in CBM 

when it directly benefits their particular beneficiaries, given market and regulatory conditions. 

 

 
12 Though the goals of public organizations’ key stakeholders are generally the most aligned with those of the 

regulation, there may be cases when existing regulation is mis-aligned with the goals of a public organization’s 
voting constituents. This could be the case if regulation is outdated or is slow to change due to inertia and does 
not adequately reflect the goals of the voting constituents who (indirectly) determine the regulation, for example. 
More broadly, if the goals of the constituents of the regulatory institution are not the same as the goals of the 
constituents of the focal public organizations, public organizations would have incentives to go against the norms 
and rules set by the regulation. 
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H2c:  Public organizations will be more likely than nonprofit and for-profit organizations to 

engage in CBM when it directly benefits the consumers that their voting constituents want them to 

serve, given market and regulatory conditions. 

 

Response to Others’ Consumer-Benefitting-Misconduct, by Organization  
 
Type 

Whether other organizations are already engaging in CBM will influence an organization’s 

likelihood of engaging in CBM.  In competition, all organization types will have some baseline 

incentive to engage in CBM in response to others already engaging in CBM. To compare the 

response across organization types, we focus on how others already engaging in CBM influences 

the expected value to be captured by the organization type’s key stakeholder group.  

Other organizations’ engagement in CBM implies that the goals of the regulation are being 

thwarted. As was discussed earlier, there is generally the most alignment between the goals of the 

stakeholders who influence regulation and the key stakeholder of public, as opposed to nonprofit 

or for-profit, organizations. Thus, public organizations’ key stakeholder interests are the most 

jeopardized by others engaging in CBM, and public organizations face the strongest incentives to 

react.13 Furthermore, since public organizations’ voting constituents often task  public 

organizations with the objective of  maximizing social welfare and equity (Boyne, 2002; Ferlie, 

Ashburner, Fitzgerald, & Pettigrew, 1996; Flynn, 1997), engaging in CBM in response to others’ 

CBM could be perceived as righting an inequity. Misconduct has been shown to be more likely to 

take place when it is perceived as righting an inequity (Gino & Pierce, 2009, 2010a), which is 

 
13 There could be cases when public organizations’ constituents goals are not aligned with regulation (for example, 

in cases where regulation is outdated or the constituents determining the regulation are not the same as those 
governing the public organization). We focus on the general case, however, when the regulation is likely to be 
most aligned with public, than nonprofit or for-profits’, key stakeholders’ goals.  
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likely to be the case for public organizations when other organizations are already engaging in 

CBM. We thus predict: 

 

H3: Public organizations will be more likely than nonprofits or for-profits to respond to others’ 

CBM by engaging in CBM themselves.  

 

 
Heterogeneity in Consumer-Benefitting Misconduct within Organization Type 
 

Given the critical role of the key stakeholder group in explaining CBM across organization 

types, we also consider heterogeneity in key stakeholders’ demands of the organization within 

organizations of a given type. As there is relatively little heterogeneity in what different groups of 

shareholders seek from for-profit firms (at a high level, all seek profits14), and because there has 

been significant work examining misconduct in for-profit settings but less examining misconduct 

in public and nonprofit settings (Archambeault et al., 2015; Holtfreter, 2008; Krishnan et al., 2006; 

Rhode & Packel, 2009), we focus our discussion on heterogeneity within nonprofit and public 

organizations. 

Heterogeneity in Public Organizations.  The key stakeholder of any given public 

organization is its set of voting constituents. Public organizations vary in the composition of the 

constituents to whom they are accountable and seek to serve, however, and different groups of 

constituents are likely to capture value from public organizations providing consumer benefits to 

different subgroups of individuals.  There is variance in the geographic organization of voting 

 
14 There are cases when shareholders may value social value in addition to financial value; for example, in the case 

of shareholders of double-bottom-line organizations. Even in these cases, where shareholders value something in 
addition to profits, they still seek profits.  
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constituents, for example, with public organizations often being organized at either the local, state, 

or national level.  State-level public organizations are accountable to constituents within their state; 

city-level public organizations are accountable to constituents within their city, etc. Constituents 

of a certain geography are likely to capture greater value from public organizations’ serving and 

creating value for consumers within their geographies, as opposed to outside their geographies. As 

was discussed earlier, this value can only be generated through CBM when these consumers are 

those that directly benefit from the CBM. Thus, we predict: 

 

H4: Public organizations governed by a geographically-organized set of constituents are more 

likely to engage in CBM when it directly benefits individuals in that same geographic area. 

 

Heterogeneity in Nonprofit Organizations. Of the three organization types, there is the most 

variation in nonprofits’ key stakeholders, as nonprofits can be formed for almost any non-profit-

maximizing purpose. There are thus many different heterogenous categorizations of nonprofits 

that may be relevant in different settings. One common distinction made in the literature on 

heterogeneity within nonprofit organizations is whether a nonprofit is religiously affiliated or not 

(DiMaggio & Anheier, 1990). Indeed, stakeholders are distinct in religiously affiliated and secular 

nonprofits (Filistrucchi & Prufer, 2018; Kutney-Lee, Melendez-Torres, McHugh, & Wall, 2014; 

Stulberg, Lawrence, Shattuck, & Curlin, 2010). Because religiously-affiliated organizations are 

held to higher ethical standards than non-religiously affiliated organizations (Gibelman & Gelman, 

2002; Jeavons, 1994), and religious individuals – likely stakeholders in religiously affiliated 

organizations – are more critical of unethical behavior (Kirchmaier, Prüfer, & Trautmann, 2018), 

nonprofits that are religiously affiliated face greater potential external reputational damage and 
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internal costs for engaging in CBM than nonprofits that are not religiously affiliated.  Thus, we 

predict: 

 

H5a: Religiously-affiliated nonprofits are less likely to engage in CBM than non-religiously-

affiliated nonprofits.  

 

When other organizations are engaging in misconduct, the expected external reputational damage 

of being caught for engaging in misconduct is lower than if no other organizations are engaging in 

the misconduct (Earle, Spicer, & Peter, 2010; Reuber & Fischer, 2010; Zavyalova, Pfarrer, Reger, 

& Shapiro, 2012). Given the higher baseline expected reputational costs for religiously affiliated 

nonprofits, we would expect the ability to justify the misconduct by pointing to the fact that other 

centers are already engaging in CBM to be relatively more important than for non-religiously-

oriented nonprofits. The mitigation of expected costs when others are already engaging in CBM 

would thus be higher for religiously-affiliated, rather than non-religiously affiliated, centers, such 

that we would expect religiously oriented nonprofit liver transplant centers to be more responsive 

to misconduct by other centers.   

 

H5b: Religiously affiliated nonprofits are more likely than non-religiously-affiliated nonprofits to 

respond to others’ consumer-benefitting misconduct by engaging in consumer-benefitting 

misconduct.  

 

EMPIRICAL SETTING 
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We empirically examine differences in CBM across, as well as within, organization types in the 

context of the U.S. liver transplant market. Approximately 6,500 liver transplants are performed 

by over 100 for-profit, nonprofit, and public centers each year in the US. Thousands of individuals 

die each year while on the waiting list for a new liver, and liver transplants are potentially lucrative 

for hospitals with transplant centers.15 The number of livers for transplant is fixed at a given time; 

as such, competition over livers is zero-sum.  To ensure fair distribution of livers, the allocation 

and transplant procedures are regulated and overseen by the Organ Procurement and 

Transportation Network (OPTN), a nonprofit organization that was created by an act of Congress 

in 1984.16 It is organized geographically such that all hospitals belong to one regional organ 

procurement organization (OPO). When a liver becomes available, transplant centers within that 

OPO have first rights to the organ.17 Centers thus compete over a generally fixed supply of livers 

and transplant patients within a given OPO.  

Importantly, a 2002 policy change in how livers were allocated offers a unique opportunity 

to identify liver transplant organizations’ misconduct, such that we can observe misconduct by 

nonprofit, for-profit and public organizations in a natural field setting. Prior to March 1, 2002, 

individuals in the intensive care unit (ICU) received transplant priority ahead of individuals not in 

the ICU. Centers could game the ICU policy by placing individuals on the ICU list that they would 

not have placed otherwise to increase their patients’ likelihood of obtaining a liver for transplant. 

The fact that this was taking place was brought to light by a whistleblowing doctor in one of the 

transplant centers, who went public with his concerns and the fact that he was pressured by the 

 
15Each transplanted liver represents $739K in billings. http://www.transplantliving.org/before-the-
transplant/financing-a-transplant/the-costs/ 
16 The OPTN is overseen by the Department of Health and Human Services which is in turn overseen by Congress.  
17 If no claim is made on the organ within the OPO, then transplant centers within the organ transplant region 
(comprised of more than one OPO) have access to the organ. 
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management of the center to misrepresent patient status (Murphy, 2004).  Cases were found where 

patients supposedly in the ICU were at home, out at restaurants, and even working as a clown 

when receiving word that they would be getting a transplant (Murphy, 2004). One case involved 

the University of Illinois, which was sued by Medicaid and paid a fine of two million dollars for 

misrepresentation of patients on its ICU list.18 On March 1, 2002, the liver allocation process 

changed such that liver allocation was no longer influenced by ICU status, and instead was 

allocated by individuals’ Model for End-Stage Liver Disease (MELD) score, which is determined 

by clinical indicators of a patient’s sickness. The opportunity to game the liver allocation policy 

by placing individuals on the ICU list thus ended with the change in the policy on March 1, 2002.19  

A discontinuous decrease in the proportion of liver transplant patients coming from the 

ICU after (compared to before) the policy change indicates gaming of the ICU policy while it was 

in place (prior to March 1, 2002). If relatively less sick patients are receiving livers because they 

were in the ICU, we would expect to see a relative discontinuous increase in the average MELD 

score, a clinical measure of sickness (with higher MELD scores indicating sicker patients), of 

transplant patients coming from the ICU. This strategic misrepresentation of information is 

considered a type of misconduct (Becker & Milbourn, 2011; Bennett et al., 2013; Crawford, 2003; 

Feldman & March, 1981; Ostler, 2018; Snyder, 2010). Misconduct is not necessarily illegal, nor 

does it necessarily result in harmful outcomes (Gino & Pierce, 2010a). Instead, it refers to 

violations of standards or rules as perceived by a social-control agent (Greve et al., 2010). Given 

that the gaming of the ICU policy prior to the policy change was in direct opposition to the 

established policy set and overseen by the OPTN, the overseeing regulatory entity with legal 

 
18 http://www.justice.gov/usao/iln/pr/chicago/2003/pr111703_01.pdf   
19 It is important to note the impetus to change the policy was not related to the practice of placing patients in the 

ICU. Rather, it was due to research on predicting patient mortality based on clinical health measures. 
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authority to determine the allocation of transplant organs, this behavior constitutes misconduct 

(Murphy, 2004). Indeed, misrepresentation of patients on the ICU list to game the policy has been 

described as unethical (Murphy, 2004). Given that patients directly captured value from the 

gaming of the ICU policy (allocation of a liver for transplant that they may not otherwise have 

obtained), this gaming of the ICU policy constitutes CBM.   

We compare gaming behavior across organization types (nonprofit, for-profit and public), 

as well as within nonprofit and public liver centers, prior to the policy change by comparing how 

these centers altered their behavior due to the change in policy. Leveraging this policy change to 

identify misconduct prior to the policy change follows the approach used by Snyder (2010) and 

Ostler (2018). Snyder (2010) focused on the impact of competition and found that competition 

drove increased gaming of the ICU policy. Ostler (2018) focused on how gaming influenced firm 

entry and survival, and the subsequent impact of entering firms on the diffusion of the misconduct. 

Neither Snyder (2010) nor Ostler (2018) examined differences in misconduct across nonprofit, 

for-profit, and public organization types, or misconduct that benefits different subsets of patients, 

as we do in this paper.  

In this context, there could be an opportunity for centers to engage in misconduct in two 

different ways. First, there could be an opportunity for centers to engage in misconduct to influence 

which patients receive transplants, such that certain (groups of) consumers are more likely to 

receive transplants and thus, directly capture value from the CBM. Second, there could be an 

opportunity to engage in CBM as a means of simply increasing the quantity of transplants 

administered at a given center without regard to influencing which demographics of patients 

benefit. Since competition for livers is zero-sum, this would result in financial gain for the 
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organization.  In this context, these are thus two different ways to implement CBM such that the 

value of the misconduct can be allocated to different key stakeholder groups.  

 

DATA AND MEASURES 

Our data comes from a comprehensive database of all liver transplants taking place in the 

United States, provided by the United Network for Organ Sharing. The data includes patient health 

information, patient demographic characteristics, and the center in which the transplant was 

performed. Pediatric hospitals were dropped as there were no for-profit children's hospitals with 

transplant centers. Additionally, children's hospitals’ transplant centers often serve larger 

geographical areas that do not match up with OPOs. Thus, our analysis only uses transplants 

performed on adults. We also drop three centers associated with military and veterans’ hospitals. 

In two cases where hospitals shared an experimental shared services arrangement, the associated 

centers are coded as a single center. In these cases, the organizational type of the hospitals sharing 

transplant centers were the same (i.e., for-profits shared with for-profits, etc.). We focus on one 

year before and after the policy change to isolate the effect of the policy change.  

Organization Type. The name of the center was used to determine each center’s nonprofit, 

for-profit, or public status, which was obtained from the website www.healthgrades.com and 

cross-referenced with information from the centers’ websites to confirm organizational type at the 

time of the policy change. We constructed three binary variables to indicate corresponding 

organization type: Nonprofit, Public, and For-profit.  

Subgroups of Public and Nonprofit Organizations. The name of the center also allowed 

us to create subgroups of locally governed (county or state level), versus not, public centers and 
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religiously-affiliated, versus not, nonprofit centers. Locally-governed and Religiously-affiliated 

are each binary variables. Table 1 shows the number of centers of each type.  

Same zip is a proxy for whether the patient resides locally. Same zip takes the value of 1 if 

the transplant patient is from the same zip code as the center, and 0 otherwise.20 

***Insert Table 1 about here*** 

Misconduct. To proxy gaming of the ICU liver allocation policy prior to the policy change, 

we observe two outcome variables of interest before and after the policy change: ICU and MELD 

Score. Each is an individual, patient-level variable measured at the time of the transplant. ICU is 

a binary variable indicating whether the patient was listed in the ICU. MELD Score is a continuous 

variable capturing the patient’s MELD score, which is a clinical measure of patient health.21 We 

describe how ICU and MELD Score are used to identify gaming of the policy in more detail in the 

next section.  

Others Cheat First. The variable Others Cheat First indicates if at least one other center 

in the OPO gamed the ICU policy one year or earlier before the center of interest, starting ten years 

before the policy change. We determine if a center is cheating at a 97.5% statistical confidence in 

any given year using the same method as Ostler (2018). Ostler (2018) uses a k-fold forecasting 

method on the seven years after the policy change to create a prediction model using patient health 

data to predict if they would be in the ICU at the time of transplant. This is then used to create an 

aggregate prediction value at the center level using a normal approximation, and the statistical 

 
20 In a small number of cases the patient zip code was not available. These cases were dropped. There were no 

systematic differences between patients with missing zip codes and those without.  
21 Patient health and survival metrics have been extensively studied in the health care literature and patients MELD 
score found to be the best indicator of patient health and survival (Kamath & Kim, 2007; Kamath et al., 2001). 

There are a few cases where a patient’s MELD score was not recorded. In these cases, it was computed using the 
available patient health measures. In a few select cases a component of the MELD score was missing and in 
these cases 

that component was interpolated like in Snyder (2010). The analysis is robust to excluding these cases. 
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likelihood a center is misrepresenting patient health based on the center’s deviation from the 

predicted value is calculated.  

 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

Baseline Effect of the Policy Change: Evidence of Misconduct 

Table 2 reports summary statistics for key variables before and after the policy change. The 

proportion of transplant patients coming from the ICU dropped significantly, from 23.22 to 11.39, 

while average transplant patient sickness as measured by the MELD score increased by 1.25 

points. If there were no manipulation of ICU status taking place prior to the policy change, we 

would expect the proportion coming from the ICU to increase as average sickness increases. The 

contrary pattern implies gaming of the ICU liver allocation policy, consistent with Snyder (2010). 

Further descriptive statistics by organization type are provided in Table 10 in the Appendix. 

***Insert Table 2 about here*** 

Table 3 reports summary statistics for the main outcome variables of interest: proportion 

of transplant patients coming from the ICU and MELD scores of liver transplant patients before 

(pre) and after (post) the policy change, by center ownership type. Table 3 suggests that while the 

proportion of patients coming from the ICU dropped and average patient sickness level increased 

after the policy change in all organization types, the magnitudes vary.  

***Insert Table 3 about here*** 

 While Table 3 is suggestive of organization types gaming the ICU policy in different ways, 

there are likely differences across types that would conflate cross-sectional comparisons. To begin 

to control for these differences, we use the following specification at the patient, center, OPO and 
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calendar month level (i, center, opo and t respectively), by organization-type subsample (that is, 

regressed separately for only nonprofit, only for-profit, and only public organizational types):  

 

Outcomei,t  = β1 MELD erat  +  uopo,t  + vi,t +  Calendar Montht  +  Center  + εopo,t . (1) 

 A dummy variable, MELD era, identifies whether a transplant occurred before or after the 

policy change that directed that livers be allocated solely on a patient’s MELD score (rather than 

ICU status). This variable takes the value of 0 before the policy change and 1 after the policy 

change. Thus, β1 is an estimate of the change in outcome due to the new policy.  

 Controls for patient-level, v, and OPO-level, u, covariates are included.  To control for 

differences in health or types of patients across organization type at transplant, demographic 

characteristics including race, gender, and age are included as controls. Additionally, when ICU is 

the outcome of interest, we control for patient health at transplant. We control for competition at 

the OPO level by constructing a measure equal to the number of transplant centers in any given 

OPO (the same measure for competition used by Snyder (2010)) and also control for the number 

of transplants in the OPO by year. We include center fixed effects, which would control for any 

unobserved time invariant differences between centers. To address concerns about time trends, 

month fixed effects and a quadratic time control of the number of months from the policy change 

are included as controls. We cluster errors at the OPO level. 

In all equations, when the outcome variable is ICU, the model is estimated using ordinary 

least squares, resulting in a linear probability model. A linear probability model is reported instead 

of a logistic model to be consistent with previous work in this context (Snyder, 2010), to allow for 

easy interpretation of the results, and to avoid the complications arising from including many fixed 

effects in logistic models (Katz, 2001; Wooldridge, 2010).  
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In differences-in-differences estimations, there is the potential for serial correlation over 

time to inflate standard errors (Bertrand, Duflo, & Mullainathan, 2004). Given the nature of the 

variables of interest, this is unlikely to be a concern. To be sure, however, we cluster using an 

arbitrary variance-covariance matrix at the level of OPO, and all reported specifications use 

ordinary least squares models with standard errors clustered at the OPO level (Bertrand et al., 

2004). Using clustered standard errors also allows us to correct for the true sample size at the 

organizational level and differences at the OPO level.  

Table 4 reports in each cell the main coefficient of interest from Equation 1, β1, which 

estimates the change in outcome due to the policy shock, along with its corresponding standard 

errors and p-values, for each permutation of the regression. Controlling for patient characteristics, 

time trends, and center-level differences, the changes in outcomes due to the policy shock as 

reported in Table 4 are consistent with the summary statistics presented in Table 3. Column 1 

reports the largest coefficient for for-profit organizations, followed by nonprofit, and lastly public 

organizations. The average MELD score coefficients for patients coming from the ICU are positive 

and statistically significant for the subsamples of public and nonprofit centers, and are not 

statistically different from 0 in the for-profit subsample.  

To put these magnitudes into perspective, patients with MELD scores between 20 and 29 

have an estimated 90-day mortality rate of 19.6 percent. The estimated 90-day mortality rate jumps 

to 52.6 percent for patients with scores between 30 and 39.  For patients with alcoholic hepatitis, 

moving from a MELD score of 20 (the average score for the data used) to a score of 23 increases 

the estimated 90-day mortality rate from 25 percent to 35 percent. Thus, in this context, the 

coefficients representing differences in MELD scores that vary between 0.3 and 6.5 represent a 
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sizable difference in the health and mortality projections of transplant recipients coming from the 

ICU across organization types. 

***Insert Table 4 about here*** 

To test for the existence of pre-trends prior to the policy change, we run “leads and lags” 

models which estimate separate “treatment” effects for a set of smaller periods before and after the 

policy change (Angrist & Pischke, 2009; Autor, 2003). Each model is the same as the regression 

in Equation 1 specified earlier, with the addition of a series of time period dummies instead of the 

MELD era dummy. We run the analysis on an additional six months of data both before and after 

the data used in our main analysis to ensure that there are no time trends leading up to, during, or 

after the timeframe used in our main analysis that could confound our analysis. We use six time 

dummies: three six-month time periods before and three after the policy change.  This addresses 

whether pre-trends could be confounding the results of our difference-in-difference model. 

 Figures 1a and 1b present six-month leads and lags for each organization type, as well as 

all centers, for the proportion of transplant patients coming from the ICU (Figure 1a) and transplant 

patients’ MELD score (Figure 1b). The omitted period in each case is the six-month period before 

the policy change. There is no evidence of differential pre-trends. That is, none of the pre-treatment 

coefficients are statistically significant for any of the organization types in any of the models. 

These figures provide evidence of a sharp change in misconduct when the policy changed. As it is 

unlikely that other potential confounding factors, like differential changes in clientele makeup, 

occurred sharply just as the policy changed, this suggests that the changes in misconduct we 

describe in the following sections are indeed due to the policy change.   

***Insert Figure 1a and 1b about here*** 
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Comparing Gaming of the Liver Allocation Policy, by Organization Type  

To assess whether gaming of the ICU liver allocation policy was statistically different 

between organization types, we first estimate the differential effect of ownership type on overall 

levels of gaming to test whether public centers game the policy less than nonprofit and for-profit 

centers (H1). We use a differences-in-differences estimation approach with the specification 

shown in equation 2 below. The differential impact of organization type on the change in the 

outcome of interest before and after the policy change is measured by β1.  The main effects of Org 

Type and MELD era are absorbed by the center and month fixed effects, respectively. All controls 

used in Equation 1 are included in this specification and interacted with MELD era. Interacting 

MELD era with the number of centers in the OPO addresses the possibility that differences in the 

competitive environments could contaminate the results. To help alleviate concerns that the 

different types of organizations may serve different patient populations, all patient characteristics 

are also interacted with Org Type in our models.  

 

 

Outcomei,t  = β1 MELD erat x Org Typei + vi,t x MELD erat +   vi,t x Org Typei + vi,t + 

uopo,t x MELD erat +  uopo,t + SRcenter,t x Org Typei  x  + SRcenter,t  + SRopo,t  x 

OPO + SRopo,t + Montht  + Center  + εopo,t 

 

(2) 

To control for any possible correlation between center type and the health of patients on 

the waiting list, we create a measure of the sickness ratio, operationalized as the number of patients 

who died waiting for a transplant divided by the number of patients on the waitlist, at the center 

and OPO levels, SRcenter, and SRopo, respectively.22  These measures are computed for each month 

 
22 Ideally, we would also be able to control for health of all the patients on the waiting list at the time of each 

transplant. Unfortunately, this data is not available. This is a next-best measure, and the best we have in our data. 
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in the data. At the center level, SRcenter is interacted with Org Type to control for any differences 

between organization types with respect to health levels of the waitlist. At the OPO level, this 

measure captures the scarcity of livers by OPO, and to capture any variation over time in OPO-

specific characteristics, the monthly measure SROPO is interacted with an OPO fixed effect. When 

ICU is the outcome of interest, we also control for the average MELD score of all new patients 

joining the waiting list. As this information was not collected until May of 2001, we create two 

aggregate measures, one before and one after the policy change, for each center. To control for 

time and seasonal variation, the data corresponding to after the policy change was only collected 

and averaged over months that had data for both time periods. Dummies for each month, Montht, 

are also included (24 dummies, instead of 12 as in Equation 1). 

Model 1 of Table 5 shows that public centers’ drop in the proportion of liver transplant 

patients coming from the ICU was 9.0 percentage points less than that of nonprofit centers 

(p=0.001), controlling for patient characteristics, center fixed effects, time trends, and OPO 

characteristics. Replicating the regression presented in Model 1, but with for-profit as the baseline 

organization type results in a Public x MELD era coefficient of β1=0.097 (p=0.149).23 Public 

centers’ drop in the proportion of patients coming from the ICU compared to for-profit centers was 

thus almost the same as it was compared to nonprofits, but the difference is only marginally 

statistically different due to larger standard errors. These results support the hypothesis that public 

centers are less likely to manipulate ICU status on average than other organization types (H1). 

***Table 5 here*** 

 
23  Calculated using the same regression as Model 1, but with for-profit as the baseline organization type (rather than 

nonprofit). The coefficient reported is that corresponding to the interaction Public x Meld era. The coefficients 
can be calculated from the data in the table by subtracting the Public x Meld era from the For-Profit x Meld era 
coefficients. The standard errors and p-values can also be calculated from the respective standard errors in the 
table.  
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Targeted patient health misrepresentation for certain groups of consumers 

The results in Table 5 also help us begin to see how each organization type engaged in CBM (H2a, 

H2b and H2c). In this setting, there is no opportunity to charge differential prices for liver 

transplants. As such, a for-profit center would be able to allocate value to its key stakeholder by 

engaging in CBM that benefits any paying liver transplant candidate, consistent with H2a. Given 

a set of patients for whom for-profits could strategically misrepresent ICU status, we would thus 

expect them to do so for the patients least likely to draw adverse attention or scrutiny in order to 

minimize the likelihood that the CBM would be caught, and the centers penalized, by either 

regulatory or non-profit watchdog organizations (Delmas & Burbano, 2011; Sethi & Sama, 1998). 

These would be the sickest patients.  

Conversely, per H2b and H2c, non-profit and public centers’ are likely to direct CBM to 

benefit certain groups of patients: particular target-beneficiaries (in the case of nonprofits) and the 

particular groups of patients that their constituents want them to serve (in the case of public 

organizations).  If a center seeks to game the ICU policy to directly benefit certain groups or 

demographics of patients, these patients will, on average, be less sick than if the center were to 

simply select the sickest patients who could benefit from the CBM regardless of demographics or 

other patient characteristics. Consistent with H2a-H2c, if nonprofit and public centers are gaming 

the ICU policy to directly benefit certain groups of individuals while for profits are not, we would 

expect for-profit liver transplant centers to be more likely to misrepresent patient health for sicker 

patients who are on the margin of being eligible to receive a transplant than nonprofit and public 

centers.  

Consistent with this logic, Model 2 of Table 5 indicates that for-profits experienced a 

smaller increase in the average MELD score for patients coming from the ICU (representing a 
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decline in average health of liver transplant patients in response to the policy change, since a lower 

MELD scores indicates healthier24 patients) than nonprofits (β1=-6.55, p=0.008) even though there 

was no difference in the level of gaming of ICU status (β1=-0.008, p=0.965). The results comparing 

public to for-profit centers are directionally similar (β1=3.967, p=0.123), though only marginally 

statistically significant due to larger standard errors.  

 

Misconduct to Benefit Local Patients 

If the differences in MELD scores are indeed due to nonprofit and public centers gaming 

the ICU liver allocation policy to benefit certain groups of patients, we would expect these groups 

to be those for whom the policy is being gamed by these centers. In medical settings, it has been 

shown that nonprofit hospitals have local, community-related constraints and incentives 

(Greenwood, Agarwal, Agarwall, & Gopal, 2017), are required to provide “community benefit” 

(Ferdinand & Menachemi, 2014) in return for their tax-exempt status (Nicholson, Pauly, Burns, 

Baumritter, & Asch, 2000), and must include local community members on their governance 

boards (Davis, 2011). Indeed, nonprofit hospitals’ webpages often describe the nonprofit as 

“putting (local) community needs first” (Nicholson et al., 2000)25 and having a “community benefit 

standard.” In this setting, nonprofits’ target beneficiaries thus include local residents.26 Public 

hospitals also face the norm of serving and providing value to local constituents (Baxter & 

Mechanic, 1997; Brown, 1983), and many public centers are locally governed and funded (at the 

county or state, rather than national, level), which would make public centers beholden to goals of 

 
24 By “healthier” we really mean “relatively less sick” patients, given that all patients awaiting liver transplant are in 

fact sick. We use the term “healthier patients” just to be precise in referring to degree of sickness as opposed to 
number of sick patients, which would be confusing if we used the term “less sick patients.”  

25 For example, https://www.sharp.com/about/being-not-for-profit.cfm 
26 Source: http://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev-publhealth-031914-122357 
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more local constituents. In this setting, then, key stakeholders for nonprofit and public centers 

(target beneficiaries for nonprofits and consumers that voting constituents want them to serve for 

public centers) are local patients. We would thus expect that gaming in both non-profit and public 

centers would benefit local patients (consistent with H2b and H2c). 

To examine how organization type influences differential gaming of the ICU liver 

allocation policy for local patients, we use the below specification.  

 

Outcomei,t= β1Zi,t  + β2MELD erat x Zi,t  +  β3 MELD erat x Org Typei x Zi,t + β4Org Typei 

x Zi,t + β5MELD erat  x Org Typei +  vi,t x MELD erat x Zi,t + vi,t x Zi,t+ vi,t x 

MELD erat +  vi,t x Org Typei + vi,t + uopo,t  x MELD erat + uopo,t + SRcenter,t  x 

Org Typei  x  + SRopo,t  x OPO  + Montht + Center  + εg,t 

      

(3) 

 

In this model, Z is a binary variable indicating the interaction variable of interest, Same zip, which 

is a proxy for whether the patient resides locally. We also interact our quadratic distance measure 

with both Z and MELD era as shown in Equation 3, which should help control for any potential 

issues related to time trends in the variables of interest.27 All reported results include this control.  

In support of H2a and H2b, Model 1 in Table 6 shows that the proportion of transplant 

patients listed in the ICU decreased 20.3 percentage points more in nonprofits than in for-profits 

after the policy change for local patients compared to other patients (p=0.048). Likewise, this 

proportion decreased more in public than for-profit centers for local patients (24.9 percentage 

points lower, p=0.042). This supports both H2b and H2c. In Model 2, the coefficient comparing 

the MELD scores for the liver transplant patients coming from the ICU for nonprofit vs. for-profit 

centers is very small and does not support H2b (p=0.884). The comparison of public with for-

 
27 This is similar to the procedure used in Snyder (2010) to control for time trends using a similar dataset. 
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profit centers is directionally consistent with H2c though not statistically significant (p=0.318). 

Model 1 also shows that the main effect for public compared to for-profit centers is stronger 

(β1=0.153, p=0.063) once differences due to working with local patients are accounted for in the 

model.  This can partially explain the corresponding large standard errors in Table 5. Taken 

together, Models 1 and 2 of Table 6 provide moderate, but not strong support for H2b and H2c. 

This could be explained by our particular proxy for nonprofit’s target-beneficiaries and the 

beneficiaries that public organizations’ want them to serve; some nonprofits and public 

organizations could have specific non-local groups that they seek to serve, consistent with H4 and 

H5a which we explore later in Table 8.    

***Insert Table 6 about here*** 

Differential Gaming of the ICU Policy in Response to Others’ Gaming 

To examine differential response to others’ gaming the ICU policy first (to test H3), we use the 

specification from Equation 3, where Z is a variable to proxy for whether other organizations 

gamed the ICU policy first or not (Others Cheat First). β3 is the estimate of interest.  

Model 1 of Table 7 shows that when another center is identified as gaming the ICU policy 

first, the decrease in the proportion of patients coming from the ICU for public centers compared 

to for-profit centers is greater than when another center has not gamed the ICU policy first, by 21.1 

percentage points (p=0.020). Similarly, compared to for-profit centers, MELD scores (Model 2) 

increased for patients coming from the ICU in the magnitude of 15.91 points for public centers 

(p=0.002). These results are consistent with H3. Conversely, we do not find that the differences 

between public and non-profit centers (the other part of H3) are significant. In fact, we see a similar 

pattern between nonprofit centers and for-profit centers as was found for public centers compared 

to for-profit centers. Part of this could be due to the prominence in this context of certain key 
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stakeholder groups in non-profit organizations as was discussed with respect to H5a and H5b. 

While religious centers are a small percent of all nonprofit centers, it is possible that there could 

be negative reputations spillovers to other nonprofit centers as well if centers were to be caught 

for engaging in misconduct, and that these expected negative reputational spillovers are more 

salient to nonprofits’ stakeholders than to for-profit firms’ stakeholders (shareholders do not 

generally suffer reputational penalties for investing in a company that engages in misconduct). 

Considering whether or not others have cheated first also helps understand the large 

standard errors which result in relatively weak significance in Model 1 from Table 5 when 

comparing ICU use of public and for-profit centers. In the absence of others cheating first, the 

coefficient (main effect of β1=0.268, p=0.000) is much larger and now very significant, so the large 

standard errors in Table 5 were at least partially driven by differences in when public centers 

responded to others’ misbehavior.  

***Insert Table 7 about here*** 

Heterogeneity in Public and Nonprofit Organizations' Gaming of the ICU Policy 

A key distinction made amongst public hospitals is whether each is federal or local hospital 

(Fishman, 1997).28 H4 would imply that public centers that are governed at the local level, and 

thus, whose key constituents are local, should be more likely to game the ICU policy in a manner 

that benefits local, rather than non-local, patients. To examine differential gaming of the ICU liver 

allocation policy by Locally Governed public centers for local patients (H4), we use the same 

specification as in Equation (3) but where Z is Same zip, the binary proxy for whether the patient 

resides locally.29 Org Type in this specification is an indicator variable taking the value of 1 for 

 
28 https://www.aha.org/statistics/fast-facts-us-hospitals 
29 In a small number of cases the patient zip code was not available. These cases were dropped. There were no 

systematic differences in the patients with missing zip codes.  
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Locally Governed public centers and 0 for all other public centers, and the sample is restricted to 

only public centers.  

In Table 8, Models 1 and 2 (H4a and H4b) display results for the regression specification 

of Equation 3 where Z is Same Zip, the sample is restricted to public centers, and we examine the 

difference within public centers governed at the local level vs. not governed at the local level. 

Column 1 shows a statistically significant decreased likelihood of local transplant patients being 

in the ICU after the policy change of 17.8 percentage points for locally governed public centers 

compared to other public centers, consistent with H4. Column 2 shows results that, while 

directionally consistent with H4 and of sufficient size to be economically significant (8.692), the 

average sickness of patients coming from the ICU at transplant (MELD) of local patients in locally 

governed public centers compared to non-locally governed is not statistically different (p=0.272). 

This could partly be due to the effective small sample resulting from clustering and the large 

number of fixed effects. 

To examine whether religiously affiliated nonprofits cheat less than non-religiously 

affiliated nonprofits (H5a) and whether religiously affiliated nonprofits are more responsive to 

others cheating first (H5b), we use the same specification as in Equation 3 where Z is a variable to 

proxy for whether other organizations gamed the ICU policy first or not (Others Cheat First). Org 

Type in this specification is an indicator variable taking the value of 1 for religiously affiliated 

nonprofit centers and 0 for all other nonprofit centers, and the sample is restricted to only nonprofit 

centers. 

Models 3 and 4 display results when the sample is restricted to nonprofits and we examine 

the difference between religiously affiliated and non-religiously affiliated nonprofits. The main 

effect of religious affiliation on CBM (H5a) is significant with non-religiously affiliated nonprofits 
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having an estimated 7.2 percentage point larger drop in ICU use after the policy change (p=0.003).  

The impact on MELD scores is similarly directionally supportive, though not statistically 

significant (β1=-2.021, p=0.269). 

Table 8 reflects support for H5b, with religiously affiliated non-profits reacting more to 

others cheating first. Model 3 indicates a 41.9 percentage point larger drop in transplant patients 

coming from the ICU in religiously affiliated nonprofit centers than in non-religiously affiliated 

centers when another center in the OPO engaged in the misconduct first (p=0.003). Likewise, 

Model 4 reports a 6.923 larger point increase in MELD scores for patients coming from the ICU 

for religiously affiliated nonprofit centers compared to non-religiously affiliated centers, providing 

further support of H5b (p=0.022). 

***Insert Table 8 about here*** 

ROBUSTNESS CHECKS 

To address potential issues with clustered standard errors (Cameron & Miller, 2015), we use 

two different bootstrap procedures to ensure robustness of our findings. First, we conduct a block 

bootstrap at the OPO level. In datasets where the number of clusters is small and/or clusters are 

varied in size, both of which apply to our data, traditional bootstrapping can sometimes lead to 

both over-, as well as under-, rejection of the null hypothesis (Cameron, Gelbach, & Miller, 2008; 

Cameron & Miller, 2015; MacKinnon & Webb, 2018). We thus conduct a second bootstrap 

procedure that is designed to address potential issues arising from smaller or more varied clusters: 

a restricted wild cluster bootstrap (MacKinnon & Webb, 2017; Webb, 2013). We apply the more 

conservative approach of restricted, as opposed to unrestricted, analysis (MacKinnon and Webb 

(2018) show that the unrestricted version has been shown to over-, and the restricted to under-, 

reject the null hypothesis), and use the Webb six-point distribution for weights in the restricted 
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wild cluster bootstrap (Webb, 2013). As the restricted wild cluster bootstrap produces p-values but 

does not generate comparable standard errors, we only report p-values for this analysis. In Tables 

11-17 in the Appendix, we repeat each of the analyses from our main tables and report standard 

errors for both the OLS clustered standard errors as well as the standard errors for the block 

bootstrap. Additionally, the respective p-values for all three statistical methods (OLS robust 

clustered errors, the block bootstrap, and the restricted wild cluster bootstrap) are reported. In 

general, the results that were statistically significant in our main analysis remained so for both 

bootstrap methods. The exception to this was the analysis of local patients. The block bootstrap 

analysis of the interaction between locally-governed public organizations and patients from the 

same zip code produced standard larger standard errors such that the coefficient of interest no 

longer remains statistically significant. This is likely due to the small number of clusters in this 

particular analysis and the nature of the block bootstrap procedure. These results do remain 

significant, however, when the wild bootstrap procedure is applied. Conversely, when looking at 

the results comparing gaming of the ICU policy for local patients by both public and nonprofit as 

compared to for-profit centers, the p-values lose statistical significance using the wild bootstrap 

procedure, but maintain significance using the block bootstrap procedure.  

We furthermore replicated our analyses using alternate specifications of the MELD score 

variable. First, we use a second measure of patient health, MELD<15, which is a binary variable 

indicating whether the patient’s MELD score was less than 15. A MELD score of less than 15 is 

used to indicate that a patient is relatively healthy, as this is the cutoff score associated with a lower 

mortality risk and some centers will not list patients on the active transplant waiting list until their 

score is greater than 15.30 The MELD<15 measure would also be less sensitive to outliers as it is 

 
30 http://blog.texasliver.com/2012/06/waiting-for-a-liver-transplant-my-meld-score-is-low-now-what/ 
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a measure that is somewhat close to the median (around 40% of patients, as seen in Table 2). The 

main findings are consistent; these results are reported in the same tables as the bootstrapped 

results in the Appendix (Tables 11-17), as we also performed the bootstrap analyses with this 

measure. Second, we re-ran our analyses excluding potential outliers by trimming the highest and 

lowest values of MELD. Tables 18-22 in the Appendix show the results when 10 percent of the 

outliers for each of the organization types before and after the policy change are removed from the 

sample. The results are consistent with the main reported results. The results are also robust to 

windsorizing the data at various levels, as opposed to trimming. 

Another potential concern could be that variations in patient characteristics such as the reason 

that patients need a transplant could influence our results. To rule out these concerns, we ensure 

that our results are robust to controls for diagnosis (for example, alcoholic cirrhosis). The results 

are indeed robust to including controls for patient diagnoses at various levels of diagnosis. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Implications of differential misconduct by organization type on the allocation of livers  

While our results suggest that there were significant differences across organization types’ gaming 

of the ICU policy, the actual impact of this gaming on the overall allocation of livers and thus, 

public welfare (whether the sickest patients received the transplants), is less clear. Certainly, 

measurement of full impact of the allocation of livers in the market goes beyond the scope of this 

paper and would likely require estimating a structural model of the market. Snyder (2010) found 

that competition increased misrepresentation, but analyses examining whether this led to a 

misallocation of livers were inconclusive and suggestive that centers may have placed patients in 

the ICU such that the sickest patients still received the transplants.  
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To begin to examine whether there were differences in how organizations of different types 

(mis)allocated livers, Table 9 repeats the analyses of the previous tables that measured changes in 

MELD scores as the outcome variable of interest, but for all transplant patients instead of only 

those coming from the ICU. The results in Column 1 suggest that when nonprofit and public 

centers gamed the ICU policy, they did so such that healthier patients received transplants overall 

than in for-profit centers. These results control for patient health differences and are statistically 

significant (p=0.008 and p=0.012 for nonprofit and public, compared to for-profit, centers 

respectively). However, these results should be interpreted with caution since, when analyses were 

repeated using block bootstrap and wild bootstrap procedures, they were not as strongly significant 

(Block bootstrap p=0.051 and p=0.039, respectively; Wild bootstrap p=0.136 and 0.120 

respectively). Further, while we do find that the rate of ICU usage decreased more in nonprofit 

and public (rather than for-profit) centers for local patients (H2b and H2c), the notion that they did 

so for healthier patients (H2a-H2c) was not supported in our main analysis, and Table 9 (Columns 

2 and 4) shows no statistically significant evidence that differential favoring of local patients 

caused a distortion in the allocation of livers towards heathier patients in some organization types.  

The results reported in Column 3 of Table 9 suggest that center types reacted to others 

gaming the ICU policy first in a manner that resulted in sicker patients receiving transplants in for-

profit, than in nonprofit and public, centers. Column 5 furthermore suggests that religiously 

affiliated nonprofits gamed the ICU policy in a manner that resulted in healthier patients receiving 

transplants than non-religiously affiliated nonprofits.  

Taken together, the results of Table 9 provide some suggestive evidence that organization 

type and governance differences within an organization type can influence the welfare effects of 

misconduct. Future work could explore this further in other settings. 
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***Insert Table 9 about here*** 

 

The motivations and outcomes of organizational misconduct 

Our paper reinforces the notion that misconduct is not always financially motivated. The 

distinction between dishonest behavior driven by monetary gains versus dishonest “helping” has 

been well-established at the individual level (Gino & Pierce, 2010a, 2010b). Our results suggest 

that this distinction also exists across organization types, due to differences in objectives.  Indeed, 

for public and nonprofit organizations, the objective to maximize something other than profit – 

value to constituents or beneficiaries – results in consumer-benefitting misconduct pursued under 

different conditions and with different outcomes than for-profit organizations.   

We show that organization type has important implications for how organizations will 

engage in consumer-benefitting misconduct and thus has implications for which organization type 

is most likely to facilitate the achievement of the overseeing entity’s objectives with respect to this 

type of misconduct. In a setting where the regulatory agency’s objective is the allocation of livers 

to the sickest patients,31 it is notable that manipulation of the ICU waiting list by some organization 

types resulted in allocations that conflicted with the overseeing agency’s objectives more than 

others.  

Our results are consistent with research which has suggested that public-private 

relationships have potentially contradictory agendas (Cabral, Lazzarini, & de Azevedo, 2010; 

Kivleniece & Quelin, 2012; Mahoney, McGahan, & Pitelis, 2009; Utting & Zammit, 2009), and 

complements work that had examined comparatively efficient governance arrangements to deal 

with the objective of social issues (Kaul & Luo, 2018; Luo & Kaul, 2018). In situations where 

 
31 https://bioethicsarchive.georgetown.edu/pcbe/background/davispaper.html 
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organizations of different types contract with one another, compete with one another, have formed 

alliances, or work in parallel with one another, consideration of the distinct objectives and key 

stakeholders across organization types will be important for our understanding of such interactions 

across organization types.   

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper provides, to our knowledge, the first examination of how differences across 

nonprofit, public and for-profit organizations explain differences in consumer-benefitting 

misconduct by organization type. It contributes an understanding of how organization types’ 

distinct key stakeholders and objectives influence the incentives to engage in this particular type 

of misconduct. Future work can examine whether similar relationships hold across organization 

types for other types of misconduct that do not provide direct benefit to the consumer, for example, 

misconduct that benefits employees (Greenberg, 2002; Larkin, 2014). 

By examining CBM in a behavioral field setting, we respond to a call for empirical 

evidence that moves beyond laboratory experiments or self-reported survey-based data (Pierce & 

Balasubramanian, 2015). This paper furthermore responds to the call for increased scholarly 

inquiry into misconduct in nonprofit and public organizations (Greenlee, Fischer, Gordon, & 

Keating, 2007; Holtfreter, 2008; Krishnan et al., 2006; O’Neill, 1992) by elucidating how 

heterogeneity in key stakeholder composition across organizations of the same type (public or 

nonprofit) influence differences in CBM across organizations of the same type.  

In our setting, as in most foreseeable settings, it is not possible to randomly assign 

nonprofit, for-profit, and public status across organizations, so we cannot observe a causal 

relationship between organization type and gaming of the ICU liver allocation policy. While our 

analyses suggest that the changes in misconduct we observe occurred sharply at the time of the 
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policy change, making it unlikely that they are being confounded by other factors such as changes 

in clientele makeup at exactly the same time, we cannot completely rule out this possibility. We 

also note that our industry setting is a specific one, which can limit the generalizability of our 

empirical findings, and leaves room for future work examining misconduct by organization type 

in other settings. Nonetheless, the fact that this paper’s setting enables us to leverage a policy shock 

to identify misconduct, a practice that is difficult to observe, and is one in which all three 

organization types compete, makes it an advantageous setting for studying the relationship 

between organization type and CBM. 

By demonstrating that differences in organization type can influence whether and how 

organizations engage in consumer-benefitting misconduct, we contribute to the understanding of 

how organizational characteristics influence moral hazard and misconduct in organizations 

(Bennett et al., 2013; Edelman & Larkin, 2015; Pierce, Snow, & McAfee; Pierce & Snyder, 2008; 

Pierce & Toffel, 2013). We furthermore contribute to the literature linking differences in strategic 

choices more broadly across organization type to differences in the objectives of organizations 

(Greenwood et al., 2017). 
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Figure 1a: Leads and Lags Results for Proportion of Patients in ICU 

  

  

  

Note: Dots represent the estimate of the difference between treatment and control groups compared to the difference 
in the period 6 months before the policy change. 
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Figure 1b: Leads and Lags Results for MELD Score of Patients Coming from The ICU 

  

  

  

  

Note: Dots represent the estimate of the difference between treatment and control groups compared to the difference 
in the period 6 months before the policy change. 
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Table 1: Count of each organization type 

Public  Private NFP  

Locally 
Governed 

Other For Profit Corporation Religiously 
Affiliated 

Other 

24 9 7 9 75 

 
Table 2: Summary statistics of transplant patients at time of transplant 

 Pre-MELD policy Post-MELD policy 

Percent coming from ICU 23.22 11.39 

Average computed Meld Score 18.83 20.08 

Percent with Meld<15 42.38 39.77 

Percent female 35.22 32.26 

Average age 51.32 51.59 

 
        Table 3: Summary statistics of transplant patients at time of transplant, by organization type 

  ICU Meld Score Meld Score 

   (Transplants from ICU) (All Transplants) 

Public Pre 17.25 28.84 18.83 

 Post 12.71 34.22 20.27 

For-Profit Pre 29.78 28.26 21.36 

 Post 11.76 31.25 21.48 

Nonprofit Pre 25.95 24.62 18.76 

 Post 10.71 31.89 19.93 

 
 

Table 4: Gaming of the liver allocation policy 

 ICU MELD Score 
(Transplants from ICU) 

All Centers Combined -0.139∗∗∗ 5.595∗∗∗ 
 (0.017) (0.727) 

Public -0.075∗∗∗ 4.460∗∗∗ 
 (0.023) (1.285) 

For-Profit -0.198∗∗ -0.293 

 (0.049) (3.932) 

Nonprofit -0.172∗∗∗ 6.473∗∗∗ 
 (0.019) (0.912) 

Each cell contains the coefficient β1	from Equation 1 for the respective organization type  
and outcome variable. 
All specifications include individual and OPO level controls along with center and month  
fixed effects. Standard errors in parentheses. SEs clustered at the OPO level. 
∗	p	<	0.10, ∗∗	p	<	0.05, ∗∗∗	p	<	0.01	
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Table 5: Impact of organization type on gaming of the liver allocation policy 
 ICU MELD Score 
 (1) (2) 

Public ×	MELD era 0.090∗∗∗ -2.575∗ 
(Nonprofit baseline) (0.025) (1.333) 

For Profit ×	MELD era -0.008 -6.550∗∗∗ 
(Nonprofit baseline) (0.061) (2.339) 

Public ×	MELD era 0.097 3.976 

(For Profit baseline) (0.066) (2.530) 
Individual Level Controls Yes Yes 
Center/OPO Controls Yes Yes 
Month Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Center Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Restricted to Patients from ICU No Yes 
Observations 8867 1503 

                                All controls and fixed effects are interacted with MELD era. 
SEs clustered at the OPO level.  ∗	p	<	0.10, ∗∗	p	<	0.05, ∗∗∗	p	<	0.01	
	
	
	

Table 6: Gaming of the liver allocation policy for local patients, by organization type 
 ICU MELD Score 
 (1) (2) 

Public ×	MELD era 0.093∗∗∗ -3.145∗∗ 
(Nonprofit baseline) (0.027) (1.220) 

For-Profit ×	MELD era -0.060 -5.720∗ 
(Nonprofit baseline) (0.076) (3.027) 

Public ×	MELD era -0.046 5.131 
×	Same Zip (Nonprofit baseline) (0.052) (3.116) 

For-Profit ×	MELD era 0.203∗∗ 0.753 
×	Same Zip (Nonprofit baseline) (0.100) (5.109) 

Public ×	MELD era 0.153∗ -2.575 
(For Profit baseline) (0.08) (3.019) 
Public ×	MELD era - 0.249∗∗ 4.378 
×	Same Zip (For Profit baseline) (0.119) (4.331) 

Individual Level Controls Yes Yes 
Center/OPO Controls Yes Yes 
Month Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Center Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Restricted to Patients from ICU No Yes 
Observations 8867 1503 

 All controls are interacted with MELD era and Same Zip. Main effects are included in  
all specifications with interactions. Standard errors in parentheses. SEs clustered at  
the OPO level.   ∗	p	<	0.10, ∗∗	p	<	0.05, ∗∗∗	p	<	0.01	
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Table 7: Impact of organization type on response to other centers’ misconduct 
 ICU MELD Score 
 (1) (2) 

Public ×	MELD era 0.092∗∗∗ -4.001∗∗ 
(Nonprofit baseline) (0.027) (1.765) 

For-Profit ×	MELD era -0.176∗∗∗ 1.422 
(Nonprofit baseline) (0.056) (7.051) 

Public ×	MELD era -0.013 3.133 
×	Others Cheat First (Nonprofit baseline) (0.076) (2.693) 

For-Profit ×	MELD era 0.197∗∗∗ -12.777∗∗∗ 
×	Others Cheat First (Nonprofit baseline) (0.065) (4.642) 
Public ×	MELD era 0.268∗∗∗ -5.424 
(For Profit baseline) (0.061) (7.458) 

Public ×	MELD era - 0.211∗∗ 15.910∗∗∗ 
×	Others Cheat First (For Profit baseline) (0.088) (4.983) 
Individual Level Controls Yes Yes 
Center/OPO Controls Yes Yes 
Month Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Center Fixed Effects Yes Yes 
Restricted to Patients from ICU No Yes 
Observations 8867 1503 

All controls are interacted with MELD era and Same Zip. Main effects are included in all  
specifications with interactions. Standard errors in parentheses. SEs clustered at the OPO level.    
∗	p	<	0.10, ∗∗	p	<	0.05, ∗∗∗	p	<	0.01	
	
 
 

Table 8: Heterogeneity within public and nonprofit organizations 

 ICU MELD Score ICU MELD Score 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Locally Governed ×	MELD era 0.054 -5.743∗∗ 
  

 (0.039) (2.044)   

Locally Governed ×	MELD era -0.178∗∗ 8.692   

×	Same Zip (0.078) (7.720)   

Church ×	MELD era   0.072∗∗∗ -2.021 
   (0.023) (1.798) 

Church ×	MELD era   -0.419∗∗∗ 6.923∗∗ 
×	Others Cheat First   (0.130) (2.872) 

Individual Level Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Center/OPO Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Month Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Center Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Restricted to Patients from ICU No Yes No Yes 
Observations 2902 429 5785 1039 

All controls are interacted with MELD era and Same Zip. Main effects are included in all specifications with 
interactions.  Standard errors in parentheses. SEs clustered at the OPO level.  
∗	p	<	0.10, ∗∗	p	<	0.05, ∗∗∗	p	<	0.01	
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Table 9: Impact on Meld scores of all patients receiving transplants 

   MELD Score  
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Public ×	MELD era 0.278 0.152 -0.414 
  

(Nonprofit baseline) (0.475) (0.463) (0.638)   

For Profit ×	MELD era -1.593∗∗∗ -1.675∗∗ -0.923   

(Nonprofit baseline) (0.570) (0.801) (0.673)   

Public ×	MELD era  1.056    

x Same Zip (Nonprofit baseline)  (1.519)    

For Profit ×	MELD era  0.244    

x Same Zip (Nonprofit baseline)  (01.932)    

Public ×	MELD era   2.791∗∗∗   

×	Others Cheat First (Nonprofit baseline)   (0.910)   

For Profit ×	MELD era   -1.302   

×	Others Cheat First (Nonprofit baseline)   (1.006)   

Locally Governed ×	MELD era    1.063 
(1.024) 

 

Locally Governed ×	MELD era    0.420  

×	Same Zip    (2.391)  

Church ×	MELD era     -0.085 
(0.623) 

Church ×	MELD era     6.619∗∗ 
×	Others Cheat First     (2.721) 

Public ×	MELD era 1.871∗∗ 1.827∗∗ 0.509 
  

(For Profit baseline) (0.709) (0.913) (0.806)   

Public ×	MELD era  0.812    

x Same Zip (For Profit baseline)  (2.284)    

Public ×	MELD era   4.093∗∗   

×	Others Cheat First (For Profit baseline)   (1.265)   

Individual Level Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Center/OPO Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Month Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Center Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Observations 8867 8867 8867 2902 5785 

All controls are interacted with MELD era and Same Zip. Main effects are included in all specifications with interactions. 
Standard errors in parentheses. SEs clustered at the OPO level.  
∗	p	<	0.10, ∗∗	p	<	0.05, ∗∗∗	p	<	0.01 
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